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ABSTRACT
Distributed data processing ecosystems are widespread and
their components are highly specialized, such that efficient
interoperability is urgent. Recently, Apache Arrow was cho-
sen by the community to serve as a format mediator, provid-
ing efficient in-memory data representation. Arrow enables
efficient datamovement between data processing and storage
engines, significantly improving interoperability and overall
performance. In this work, we design a new zero-cost data in-
teroperability layer between Apache Spark and Arrow-based
data sources through the Arrow Dataset API. Our novel data
interface helps separate the computation (Spark) and data
(Arrow) layers. This enables practitioners to seamlessly use
Spark to access data from all Arrow Dataset API-enabled
data sources and frameworks. To benefit our community,
we open-source our work and show that consuming data
through Apache Arrow is zero-cost: our novel data interface
is either on-par or more performant than native Spark.

1 INTRODUCTION
Distributed data processing frameworks, like Apache
Spark [32], Hadoop [4], and Snowflake [11] have become per-
vasive, being used inmost domains of science and technology.
The distributed data processing ecosystems are extensive and
touch many application domains such as stream and event
processing [6, 15, 16, 22], distributed machine learning [20],
or graph processing [31]. With data volumes increasing con-
stantly, these applications are in urgent need of efficient
interoperation through a common data layer format. In the
absence of a common data interface, we identify two major
problems: (1) data processing systems need to convert data,
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which is a very expensive operation; (2) data processing sys-
tems require new adapters or readers for each new data type
to support and for each new system to integrate with.
A common example where these two issues occur is the

de-facto standard data processing engine, Apache Spark. In
Spark, the common data representation passed between op-
erators is row-based [5]. Connecting Spark to other systems
such as MongoDB [8], Azure SQL [7], Snowflake [11], or
data sources such as Parquet [30] or ORC [3], entails build-
ing connectors and converting data. Although Spark was
initially designed as a computation engine, this data adapter
ecosystem was necessary to enable new types of workloads.
However, we believe that using a universal interoperability
layer instead enables better and more efficient data process-
ing, and more data-format related optimizations.
The Arrow data format is available for many languages

and is already adopted by many projects, including pyS-
park [32], Dask [21], Matlab [19], pandas [29], Tensorflow [1].
Moreover, it is already used to exchange data between com-
putation devices, such as CPUs and GPUs [10]. However, the
Apache Arrow Dataset API [23], not to be confused with the
main Arrow [24] library, emerged as a platform-independent
data consumption API, which enables data processing frame-
works to exchange columnar data efficiently, and without
unnecessary conversions. The Arrow Dataset API supports
reading many kinds of datasources, both file formats and
(remote) cloud storage. Exploring the benefits of the Arrow
Dataset API on building storage connectors is currently an
understudied topic.
In this paper, we therefore leverage the power of the

Apache Arrow Dataset API and separate the computation
offered by Spark from the data (ingestion) layers, which are
more efficiently handled by Arrow. We design a novel con-
nector between Spark and The Apache ArrowDataset API, to
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Figure 1: Arrow-Spark design overview, integrating
Arrow (right) and Spark (left) using the Java Native In-
terface (JNI).

which Spark can offload its I/O. Using the Arrow Dataset API,
we enable Spark access to Arrow-enabled data formats and
sources. The increasing adoption of Arrow will make many
more data types and sources available in the future, without
adding any additional integration effort for our connector
and, by extension, for Spark.
In this work, we lay the foundation of integrating Spark

with all Arrow-enabled datasources and show that the per-
formance achieved by our connector is promising, exceed-
ing in many situations the performance achieved by Spark-
implemented data connectors. We experiment with several
design points, such as batch sizes, compression, data types
(e.g., Parquet or CSV), and the scaling behavior of our con-
nector. Our analysis shows that our proposed solution scales
well, both with increasing data sizes and Spark cluster sizes,
and we provide advice for practitioners on how to tune Ar-
row batch sizes and which compression algorithms to choose.
Finally, practitioners can integrate our connector in existing
programs without modification, since it is implemented as
a drop-in, zero-cost replacement for Spark reading mecha-
nisms. The contribution of this work is the following:
(1) The design and implementation of a novel, zero-cost data

interoperability layer between Apache Spark and the
Apache Arrow Dataset API. Our connector separates the
computation (Spark) from the data (ingestion) layer (Ar-
row) and enables Spark interoperability with all Arrow-
enabled formats and data sources. We open-source [2]
our implementation for the benefit of our community.

(2) The performance evaluation of the data interoperability
layer. We show that Arrow-enabled Spark performs on-
par or better than native-Spark and provide advice on
how to tune Arrow parameters.

2 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Our framework, called Arrow-Spark, provides an efficient
interface between Apache Spark and all Arrow-enabled data

sources and formats. Spark is in charge of execution, and
Arrow provides the data, using its in-memory columnar for-
mats. In Figure 1, we give amore detailed overview of howwe
access data through Arrow. Spark is a JVM-based distributed
data processing system, whereas the Arrow Dataset API [23]
is only implemented in C++ and Python, but not Java. To
enable communication, we created a bridge implementation.

1 Reads. Data transmission is initiated by a read request
coming from Spark. Read requests arrive at the Arrow File-
Format datasource.

2 JVM Dataset. The Arrow FileFormat constructs a
Dataset interface to read data through JNI, using the Ar-
row Dataset C++ API. The JVM Dataset interface forwards
all calls through the JNI wrapper to C++. The Arrow Dataset
API interface is constructed on the C++-side, and a reference
UUID is passed to the JVM interface counterpart. Through
this JVM interface, the Arrow FileFormat initiates data scan-
ning (reading) using a scanner.

3 Arrow C++ Dataset API. On the C++ side, a native
Dataset instance is created. On creation, it picks a FileFormat,
depending on the type of data to be read.

4 Data transmission. The C++ Arrow Dataset API read-
s/writes the data in batches, using given FileFormat.

5 Arrow IPC. Each data batch is placed in memory as
an Arrow IPC message, which is a columnar data format.
The address to access each message is forwarded to the JVM,
and stored in a Scantask reference. Notice that here we make
only one additional data copy.

6 Conversion. Each Arrow IPC message is converted to
an array of Spark-readable column vectors. Because Spark
operators exchange row-wise data, we convert the column
vectors to a row-wise representation by wrapping the vectors
in a ColumnarBatch, which wraps columns and allows row-
wise data access on them. This batch is returned to Spark and
incurs data copying which cannot be avoided due to Spark
operators only working on row-based data.

Arrow-Spark JNI Bridge. Apache Spark (core) is imple-
mented in Scala, and there does not exist an Arrow Dataset
implementation written in any JVM language. The Arrow
Dataset API [23] is not to be confused with main Arrow
library, for which a Java stub implementation exists [25].

Practitioners using Spark with Arrow are currently bound
to a very small set of features. To use the pyarrow-dataset
(Python wrappers around the C++ Arrow dataset API) im-
plementation with PySpark (Python wrapper over Spark),
one needs to implement these explicitly through the PyS-
park program, unlike our approach which is transparent to
the programmer. Then, the Python bridge between Spark
(JVM) and Arrow (C++) adds a highly inefficient link in
applications, and a large functionality limitation. PySpark
requires to convert the pyarrow dataset tables to pandas data,
a PySpark-readable format. This conversion cancels Spark’s
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Table 1: Description of the experiments in this work.

Experiment
Dataset
Size (GB)

Batch
Size (KB) Query Row Size

(Bytes)

E1 1,144 32-32,768 Scan: select * 4 × 8
E2 71-4,500 256 Scan: select * 4 × 8
E3 71-1,144 256 Scan: select * 4 × 8
E4 71-1,144 256 Scan: select * 4 × 8

E5 715 25,600 Projection:
select c1,c2,... 100 × 8

lazy reading, and requires materializing the entire dataset
into memory. We experimented with a PySpark+pyarrow
setup, and found it was consistently 30 to 50 times slower
than our connector, with a growing performance difference
when increasing dataset sizes. Additionally, due to eager
materialization dataset size is limited by RAM capacity.
Our work in this paper has a much wider scope, aiming

to make core Spark read data using core Arrow, providing
universal data access to core Arrow from Core Spark and all
its wrapper implementations at once.

Implementing our connector in core Spark (JVM) circum-
vents all aforementioned inefficiencies and shortcomings.
We can therefore use our connector with all programming
languages that Spark supports.

The core Arrow Dataset implementation is in native C++.
To access it, we use a Java Native Interface (JNI) implemen-
tation [33], based on the Intel Optimized Analytics Platform
project [9]. Even though we could have chosen other lan-
guages for which there exists an Arrow Dataset implementa-
tion, we decided to use C++, because of its native-execution
performance. Moreover, the Arrow Dataset API core is pro-
grammed in C++. Using any other language with Arrow
bindings would add additional overhead. Even though the
bridge between the JVM and native code brings a slight
time penalty, we were able to minimize it by limiting data
copies (see Figure 1 for the data copies that our interface
implements). Additionally, C and C++ are the best-supported
languages for interfacing with the JVM, through JNI.

3 ARROW-SPARK PERFORMANCE
We evaluate the performance of Arrow-Spark by comparing
its performance with a standard Spark reading parquet and
CSV data formats. We performed 5 separate experiments (E1-
E5) to reveal various performance aspects of Arrow-Spark,
as described in Table 1. Each experiment draws appropriate
conclusions and provides advice for practitioners.

3.1 Experiment Reproducibility
We used the specifications and parameters we give here as
default values for every experiment, unless stated otherwise.
Experiment.We ran every experiment 31 times for every
configuration. We discard the first execution for every exper-
iment, because the JVM- and memory caches are still ‘cold’
during this run, producing an outlier. Between runs of the

same experiment we did not close the Spark session as to
keep JVM and caches warm. We adhered to the guidelines
provided by Uta et al. [28], to ensure our performance results
are reproducible and significant. Due to the stability of our
cluster, the difference between the 1𝑠𝑡 and 99𝑡ℎ percentiles
for each experiment were below 10% (with one exception
which we comment upon in Section 3.2).
Hardware and Deployment. We ran all experiments on
a cluster of 9 machines (8 Spark executor nodes and one
driver), each equipped with 64GB RAM, and a dual 8-core
Intel E5-2630v3 CPU running at 2.4 GHz. Servers are inter-
connected with FDR InfiniBand connection (≈ 56Gb/s). In
the experiments, we always provide the number of nodes
in terms of executor nodes. Spark is allowed to use up to
43GB of the available 64GB RAM in each node. Note that
approximately 17GB of RAM is already in use by input data
as explained below.When reading parquet, we normally read
uncompressed files unless stated otherwise.
Dataset. By default, we process 38.4×109 rows (≈ 1, 144GB)
of synthetic data. The data we experiment with has rows of 4
up to 100 columns which are 64-bit integers, split into files of
17GB. During initial testing, we found that our experiments
were influenced by local disk speed. With local disk reading,
the bottleneck lies in disk speed, and we cannot uncover any
framework inefficiencies. To mitigate this issue, we decided
to deploy data as close as possible to the CPUs. We chose
to deploy on RAMDisk, a memory-backed filesystem. Our
machines have only 64GB RAM, while we want to experi-
ment with datasets of much larger sizes. To solve this new
problem, we created 𝑋 hardlinks for every file in a dataset of,
e.g. 17GB. Spark reads the hardlinks as if they were regular
files, simulating a dataset size of 17 · (𝑋 + 1) GB. This way,
we were able to experiment with virtually infinitely large
datasets, regardless of the RAM size constraints.
Performance Measurement.We are interested in I/O per-
formance. To measure it we created queries (see Table 1)
which only read in all data, and count the number of rows as
a way of triggering execution. This way, we can accurately
measure the read performance. By default, we read this data
into a Spark Dataframe (DF) to test with, reading 256KB
per batch. We replicated all experiments using Spark SQL,
Datasets and directly RDDs, and the conclusions we drew
were similar to what we present in this paper. However, due
to space constraints we exclude these results.

3.2 E1: Batch Size Tuning
To request Arrow to read data, we place (columnar) parquet
data in memory buffers of limited sizes, i.e., batch sizes. We
measured the execution time under varying amounts of batch
sizes. The results are plotted in Figure 2. The performance
of default Spark remains largely unchanged when changing
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Figure 2: Batch size matters: Execution time (boxplots,
left y-axis) and relative speedup (curve, right y-axis)
with varying batch sizes.
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Figure 3: Arrow-Spark performance is good: Execution
time (bars) and relative speedup (curve) on increasing
parquet data sets.
the amount of rows a buffer may hold for the smaller batch
sizes. Only when setting this number to a very large amount,
Spark seems to suffer a more significant overhead. After
investigating this further, we found that the overhead is
because Spark uses up all available memory with larger batch
sizes, causing many garbage collection calls and memory
swapping. Arrow is much more memory efficient, due to its
use of streaming principles to transmit data.
For Arrow-Spark, choosing a batch size is much more

important for performance. Low batch sizes degrade perfor-
mance significantly (see first two boxplots for 25 and 26 batch
sizes). The root cause for this behaviour is the way Arrow-
Spark works. For every batch, the Arrow Dataset API has to
read data and transform it to IPC format. Further, the JVM-
side reads this data and converts it to a Spark-understandable
format. With smaller batches, there are more conversions
and memory copies on both sides. Batches of 8192 rows offer
the best performance with both systems, due to hardware
features. Each row in our sample data consists of four 64-bit
integers. With 8192 rows, we get batches of exactly 256KB.
Our CPUs have a 256KB L2 cache per core. (With different
CPUs, the best batch size could be different.) By choosing a
batch size of 8192 rows, we can exactly fit one batch inside
the L2-cache. We verified the correctness of this hypothe-
sis by experimenting with other data shapes. Due to size
constraints, we skip these results in this paper.
Conclusion-1: Practitioners should always overestimate
rather than underestimate batch sizes for Arrow-Spark. Un-
derestimations cause strong performance degradation.
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Figure 4: Arrow-Spark is faster than Spark with CSV
files: Execution time (bars) and relative speedup
(curve) on increasing CSV data sets.
3.3 E2: Data Scalability
An important property of a distributed data processing sys-
tem is its data scalability behavior, which evaluates system
performance with increasing dataset sizes.Wemeasured data
scalability by reading parquet datasets with a wide range of
different sizes. The results of this experiment are depicted in
Figure 3. This figure plots the execution time with increas-
ing dataset sizes (left vertical axis), as well as the relative
speedup (or slowdown) between the two systems (right ver-
tical axis). The execution time approximately doubles as the
dataset size doubles. Both Spark and Arrow-Spark scale well.
Despite being slower than Spark on the smaller datasets

we tested, Arrow-Spark gradually becomes relatively faster
than Spark for larger datasets. We depict this effect in the
lineplot of Figure 3, which shows the relative speedup of our
framework, when compared to default Spark. This effect is
because Arrow-Spark has several sources of constant over-
head. Using the JNI bridge is the largest cause of overhead.
The reading itself is slightly faster than with Spark, causing
the difference between the measured systems to grow with
the increase in dataset size.
We found similar patterns when scaling the cluster size

between 4 and 32 nodes. Due to space constraints, we were
unable to place these experiments in this paper.
Conclusion-2: Arrow-Spark scales well with dataset sizes.
Its advantage over Spark is highest with 1-2 TB datasets.
Practitioners can leverage Arrow-Spark at zero additional
cost with larger dataset sizes.

3.4 E3: Row-wise Formats
Arrow-Spark supports multiple file formats through Ar-
row functionality. We performed an experiment comparing
Arrow-Spark and default Spark on CSV data. The results are
displayed in Figure 4. Our implementation is significantly
faster than Spark, starting at a speedup factor of approxi-
mately 4.5. Larger datasets do not influence this speedup,
which remains constant over all dataset sizes we tested.

This is due to Spark’s inefficient CSV reader, the Java-
based Univocity-CSV parser [27]. By contrast, our connector
workswith the highly efficient C++ArrowDataset API imple-
mentation. In cases where parsing is involved, using native
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Figure 5: Arrow-Spark leverages compression: Execu-
tion time for Arrow-Sparkwith different compression
techniques for parquet data.
code commonly is much more performant than other solu-
tions. The cost of processing more data is higher for Spark,
and much lower for Arrow-Spark due to the differences in
parsers. This explains why using larger datasets results in a
relatively bigger runtime increase for Spark.
Conclusion-3: Overall, Arrow-Spark brings significantly
higher performance for ingesting text-based file formats than
default Spark and the performance difference is constantwith
respect to dataset size. Practitioners should always choose
Arrow-Spark for such file formats.

3.5 E4: Parquet Compression
Arrow-Spark can leverage parquet compression.We compare
the performance of Arrow-Spark under several compression
options. The results can be found in Figure 5. Note that us-
ing compressed parquet files in practical situations produces
vastly different results from the results we obtained in our
experimental setup using RAMDisk. Usually, the bottleneck
for reading data is I/O. Using compressed data trades I/O
for increased CPU load. In our setup, we deploy data on
RAMDisk, and we have no I/O bottleneck. Reading com-
pressed data only increases CPU load in this case, decreasing
performance. We compare reading uncompressed parquet
with snappy and gzip. When reading from memory, without
much I/O overhead, reading compressed data is slower due
to the added CPU overhead of decompressing it.
Conclusion-4: Arrow-Spark is able to leverage various
compression algorithms for parquet files. When leveraging
slower I/O media, these can help practitioners by trading I/O
volume for increased CPU-load.

3.6 E5: Column Projection
One benefit of many columnar dataformats is the ability to
project columns, i.e. to select a subset of the total number of
columns for reading at little to no cost. Arrow-Spark pushes
down projection operations from Spark to Arrow. The benefit
of doing this is that Arrow becomes in charge of providing
subsets of data. Practitioners need not change code, but use
the Arrow-Spark interface we designed, because projections
are directly controlled by the Spark query optimizer. The
results can be found in Figure 6. When selecting very few
columns, Spark is relatively quicker because it pushes down
projections to its parquet reader, while Arrow-Spark pushes
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Figure 6: Arrow-Spark pushes down projections: Execu-
tion time (boxplots) and relative speedup (curve)when
reading 9.6 billion rows in batches of 32,768 rows, var-
ied projection selectivity.

down to Arrow over the JNI. When selecting more columns,
Arrow-Spark becomes relatively faster due to its advantage
over larger data sizes. Overall, this behavior is consistent
with findings from E2. Although Spark is seemingly faster
at higher selectivities, this is relative: on real-world datasets,
even 1% selectivity could leverage datasets of over 1TB, at
which point Arrow-Spark’s performance is superior.
Conclusion-5: Arrow-Spark is able to leverage projections
for parquet files, effectively pushing down projection queries
to the data layer, minimizing data movement.

4 RELATEDWORK
Several connector extensions allow users to read new file for-
mats or datasource backends, such as HDF5 or netCDF [18],
as well as extensions on Hadoop to allow efficiently read-
ing of highly structured array-based data. Albis [26], pro-
poses a new columnar-hybrid format to be used with
modern hardware. Frameworks like MongoSpark [17] and
Databricks Spark-RedShift [12] connect a specific backend
to Spark. There also are extensions to improve existing read-
ing implementations: Intel Optimized Analytics Package
(OAP) [9], and the JVM Arrow dataset API [33]. Our connec-
tor has a different approach to memory allocation, backward-
compatibility, and we support more file types at the moment.

Databricks [13] also provides several connectors separat-
ing execution from data layers, such as JDBC and ODBC
connectors [14]. The difference between such projects and
our work is that we provide a separation layer between exe-
cution and data ingestion with high interoperability for any
(Arrow-enabled) datasource. There is no official support for
using Core (Scala) Spark together with Core Arrow (C++).
Our system provides such support.

5 CONCLUSION
We investigated decoupling the computation and the data
(ingestion) layers. This is needed for enabling interoperabil-
ity and reducing the amount of data conversion. We built
a prototype that leverages Arrow-enabled data sources to
Apache Spark, effectively decoupling Spark’s computation
from Arrow’s data ingestion. Through our experimentation,
we concluded that using connectors like ours is zero-cost:
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Arrow-Spark not only retains overall performance, but in
some cases even significantly improves it. Next to improved
performance, we gain the ability to access any datasource
that implements support for Arrow, allowing us to connect
to many different data processing frameworks, data storage
systems and file formats.
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